Beaver Meadows Tube Hill Safety
Welcome to Beaver Meadows Resort Ranch Snow Tubing! You are in for a day of epic
winter adventures!
You will walk across two bridges to the base of the lift. There you will find the Tube
Shack. We have single and double tubes. The single tubes are for the mild runs because
they tend to spin more. Double tubes can be used on any run in the park. You may
switch out tubes as often as you like. Just remember to bring your tube back to the Tube
Shack after every run.
For our smaller riders, we have cushions that can go in the tubes. Just request one at
the Tube Shack and our staff will be happy to provide one.
The “leash” or tow strap is for the lift and to help you pull your tube along and is the
front of the tube. Hand the tow strap to the lift attendant, turn and sit in the tube with feet
down hill as you go up the lift backwards. Weight will always be distributed towards the
tow strap. At the top, a lift attendant will unhook you and then you pick out your run.
Please ask the lift staff for recommendations as the conditions on the hill can change
throughout the day. They will also tell you which runs you can link tubes in a daisy chain
or ride Superman style! Superman style consists of a solo rider on a double tube on their
stomach, face first, holding on with both hands. The lift staff will assist groups in setting
up daisy chains properly.
When you are ready to slide down the run, place the tow strap or “leash” completely
inside the tube and sit over top of it with that end facing downhill. Front riders must keep
their feet up and toes together. The rider in the rear tube places their feet under the arms
of the front rider. ALL riders must raise their bums off the bottom of the tube and hold on
to BOTH handles at all times until the tube stops. No selfies on the hill. You may ask staff
to assist you with pictures and videos and they will do their best to assist you. Keep all
valuable items in a zipper pocket or a locked vehicle! Items lost on the Tube Hill may not
surface until Spring, if at all.
Remember that the BMRR Staff, Safety Monitors, EMTS and Lift Attendants are there to
help you have fun and to keep you safe. Please do not hesitate to ask them questions
and comply with their instructions at all times.

Beaver Meadows Resort Ranch Tube Hill is the oldest tubing hill in Colorado and it is the
best because it boasts the most exciting runs you will find anywhere! Our runs have
steep and fast starts, banked curves and huge jumps! Come and try our legendary runs
like the Beaver Plunge, Dead man’s Drop, Lighting and Thunder! We also have more
gentle runs for the faint of heart. No matter which of our 12 runs you decide to enjoy,
safety is our priority so you must obey the instructions of staff at all times.

